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EP&T Webinar on Wearables
From sensors embedded in fabrics to textile computing, wearable technologies are
fast becoming commonplace in our everyday lives. The emergence of this electronic
design sector speaks for itself, as consumers continue to gain trust in having their
bodies live in harmony with electronics.
EP&T Magazine hosted a panel of experts in the field of wearable electronics to
discuss some of the current trends in this broad category. This includes everything
Sponsors:

from ‘hearables’ and smart rings, to futuristic proof of concept devices that are on
the consumer doorstep.

FREE! Instant access to watch the recorded webinar
https://www.ept.ca/virtual-events/ept-webinar-on-wearables/

Upcoming Webinars: Contract Electronics – Sept 23, Supply Chain - Oct 14.
Contact your marketing rep for sponsorship details.
@EPTmagazine
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EDITORIAL

What’s next in the
automotive industry?
So while flying
cars may not be
filling the skies
anytime soon,
electronic-enabled autonomous driving,
advanced electric cars and new
battery technology are on the
agenda — and within reach, if
challenges can be overcome.
Who will design the car of the
future? What will that car run on?
And who — or what — will be
driving it?
Well, I did get some insights to
these questions by referencing
a recent survey conducted by
Molex, a global supplier of electronic connectivity systems.
Asked of more than 200 auto
manufacturing decision makers,
the questions in the survey certainly reinforce and enhance our
understanding of autonomous
road transport. One thing is clear
by the survey results - auto decision makers know the trends, the
challenges, and what customers
want. And, when it comes to innovation, they’re not taking their
foot off the gas pedal. What’s rising to the top of their opportunities and challenges? Connectivity
and electrification.

Survey says

According to the Molex survey
results, the ‘Car of the Future’
will be …
• 91% say electric — either fully
electric (64%) or hybrid (27%)
• 94% report it will include autonomous driving, although
only 28% say it will be fully
self-driving
• 56% believe it will be at least
• 50% more expensive than a
similar car today
• 97% believe range anxiety
will be solved by 2030
Top features of tomorrow’s
cars include: High-speed Wi-Fi,
wireless charging.

And, the least likely features:
Flying cars, million-mile warranties.
Survey shows that the top driving trends of the future include …
• Technology innovation will
have the most impact.
• Electrification and connectivity will be the most important
areas of innovation.
• 60% report Software Defined
Vehicles as a top initiative.
• 96% say innovations in the
factory will be required.
• 100% report their customers
are asking for green or socially
responsible initiatives.
Growth in the market for
connected automobiles has been
swift, according to industry
pundits. It is estimated 76.3
million cars on our roads will
be connected by the year 2023,
up from 28.5 million in 2019.
By 2025, and even following
the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic, the market is predicted
to be worth USD$166 billion.

5G ‘connects’ vehicles
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This technology is currently in
development. Today, it can cope
with simplified highways, but the
complexity of real-life situations
means workable systems for safe
navigation are still a few years away.

Semi shortages hurt

Progress in car manufacturing has
hit a bit of a speed bump of late.
As engineers’ minds accelerate
automobile iteration, challenges
within the global supply chain are
applying the brakes. The world’s
reliance on semiconductors,
compounded by uncertainty in
Taiwan, a primary source, and
the unexpected Covid-19 surge in
demand - has resulted in unprecedented shortages in semiconductors. The top four semiconductor
manufacturers serving the automotive sector continue to struggle
with shortage issues, which are
only getting more dire.
As automotive companies
rounded out the first half of 2021,
the electronic component shortage became worse in the second
quarter as compared with the
first quarter, and also against the
baseline of demand and supply
availability in the third quarter of
2020. Industry reports indicate
that the percentage of chips out of
stock by the top four manufacturers serving the automotive sector
has worsened throughout 2021.
As illustrated by the Molex survey findings, electric vehicles are
steering most of the disruption
felt by the auto industry today.
While planning for an electric
future, automakers still primarily
rely on traditional vehicles to drive
current profits. Yet, whatever the
future holds, it’s clear that the
automotive industry is primed for
a level of disruption it hasn’t seen
in decades.

The next step for connected
vehicles is the introduction and
incorporation of 5G technology.
This will allow cars to ‘talk’ to one
another in near real time. The advantages of this will be profound,
making it the next step towards
fully autonomous vehicle. For
example, it will allow:
• Cars travelling in opposite
directions to share road condition data
• Cars to communicate their
position to enable safe driving
at higher speeds
• Cars to determine which has
the right of way at stoplights,
etc.
• Real-time network communication to find parking spaces,
addresses, avoid congestion, etc. STEPHEN LAW
Editor
• Safer travel through a reducslaw@ept.ca
tion in accidents
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When technology and expertise
come together
Phoenix Contact’s expertise spans a wide range of applications so that you can make
power, control, and network connections with absolute confidence. Lever-actuated PCB
terminal blocks bring a new dimension of convenience to wire-to-board connections.
The new LPT 16 terminal blocks combine lever actuation with highly reliable push-in
termination for an intuitive and fast connection. No matter the application, you can trust
Phoenix Contact for consistent quality, reliability, and high performance — every time.

www.phoenixcontact.ca/ca-snap
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NEWSWATCH
SEMICONDUCTORS

FEDS PUT EMPHASIS ON
‘MADE-IN-CANADA’
HARDWARE, SEMIS

ICSense has
added in-house
ATE (automated
test equipment)
facilities to
provide
customers with a
one-stop-shop for
custom, mass
production ready
ASICs.

INDEPENDENT ASIC
DESIGN HOUSE EXPANDS

ICsense, a TDK Group Company and
independent subsidiary that focuses
on ASIC supply and custom IC design services, is scaling up its bench
test facilities by 40% and installing inhouse ATE (Automated Test Equipment) facilities to uniquely offer its
customers in the automotive, medical,
industrial and consumer sectors a
true one-stop-shop for custom, mass
production-ready ASICs.
The investment in the newly installed
Advantest V93000 Smart Scale platform enables ICsense engineers to
perform advanced analog, mixed-signal and high voltage testing, bringing
their design and test programming
process entirely in-house.
6
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“There are only a few IC design
houses in the world and, typically,
these companies design custom chips
internally but do not necessarily have
the in-house resources to execute on
the steps that follow,” explains Bram
De Muer, co-founder and CEO,
ICsense. “It takes several years to
develop a custom IC. The team that
develops the chip knows it inside
out, making it vitally important that
the test development team is also inhouse to bring the product to mass
production successfully.”

IOT

IOT ECOSYSTEM QUICK
TO ADOPT AI

Farnell, UK-based component distributor, recently published research
on the Internet of Things (IoT) that
confirms strong adoption of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) within IoT devices,
alongside new insights on key markets, enablers and concerns for design engineers working in that sector.
AIoT is the major emerging trend
from the survey, demonstrating the
beginning of the process to build
a true IoT ecosystem. Research
showed that almost half (49%) of
respondents already use AI in their
IoT applications, with machine
learning (ML) the most used technology (28%) followed by cloudbased AI (19%).
This adoption of AI within IoT
design is coupled with a growing
confidence to take the lead on IoT
development and an increasing number of respondents seeing themselves
as innovators.
However, it is still evident that
some engineers (51%) are hesitant
to adopt AI due to being new to the
technology or because they require
specialized expertise in how to implement AI in IoT applications.

AUTOMOTIVE

MIOVISION ACQUIRES
TRAFFOP

Miovision, a Kitchener ON-based
firm using computer vision, artificial
intelligence and advanced analytics to
help cities modernize their approach
to traffic management, has acquired
Arizona-based Traffop.With this deal,
Miovision now has a software-only
solution for cities and towns that
want to analyze traffic data from their
intersections without the need to immediately install additional hardware.
Traffop is currently used at approximately 1400 intersections across the
United States. It provides a cloudbased software solution to collect traffic
data from existing signal infrastructure
and provide useful insights, allowing
traffic engineers to more effectively
optimize traffic signal timing to reduce
congestion and improve safety.
“Existing traffic signals can provide
useful data, but it’s trapped at the
intersection or locked in proprietary
central management systems,” says
Kurtis McBride, Miovision’s CEO
and co-founder. “Many municipalities
and public agencies are looking for
a scalable software solution to turn
data from those intersections into
actionable insights. Traffop represents
an industry-leading, cloud-based
software solution for measuring signal performance – how well traffic is
flowing through the intersection – one
we think that traffic teams will be very
excited about.”

SUPPLY CHAIN

DIGI-KEY PARTNERS WITH
ROCHESTER ELECTRONICS

Digi-Key Electronics has expanded its
ever-growing relationship with Rochester Electronics, the world’s largest
continuous source of semiconductors.
EPT.CA
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The global hardware and semiconductor industries present a key opportunity for Canada’s economic recovery
from COVID-19, competitiveness in
the digital economy, and future prosperity and growth, according to an
official from the federal government.
Mary Ng, Federal Minister of
small business and export promotion, highlighted the importance of
made-in-Canada semiconductor and
hardware-related products, including
nano and microchips, during her onscreen appearance at ventureLAB’s virtual HardTech Conference last month.
Minister Ng reiterated the Government of Canada’s ongoing commitment
to strengthening the semiconductor
industry in Canada, when participating
in a panel discussion along with Kevin
O’Neil, corporate VP and managing
director, AMD Canada and Jamie Dinsmore, VP & country manager, Siemens
industry software.
Ng also highlighted Canada’s wealth
of raw materials and close relationship
with the United States that present “an
incredible advantage” for semiconductor manufacturing and collaboration. As
well, she noted the strengths in research
and development available to advance
study in this valuable industry across
Canada’s universities.
“The growing global hardware sector presents an exciting opportunity
for Canadian innovators to step forward with their world-class products
and add value to global supply chains,”
said Ng, who also sits as Member of
Parliament for Markham–Thornhill.

Between Digi-Key’s high-inventory
buying model and Rochester’s massive
in-stock inventory, as well as its licensed
manufacturing capabilities for end-oflife (EOL) and legacy products, the
partnership offers ease in procurement
for many needs that cannot be fulfilled
elsewhere during this tumultuous time.
Rochester Electronics’ wide variety
of critical components are available
through the Digi-Key Marketplace,
supporting needs across industries
from medical, industrial, aerospace,
defense, transportation and more.

AEROSPACE

CLEAN AUTOMOTIVE,
AEROSPACE HUB TO OPEN
IN HAMILTON

Photo: McMaster Innovation Park; University of Waterloo

Plans to create a new hub for developing and commercializing new technologies for next-generation automotive
and aerospace sectors has been unveiled for Hamilton, Ontario. iHub,
located at the McMaster Innovation
Park, will bring together industry
experts at state-of-the-art facilities to
support manufacturers, automotive
and aerospace suppliers and SMEs
to develop, test and incorporate the
latest technologies required for the
production of next-gen electric and
autonomous vehicles and energy-efficient and intelligent aircrafts.
iHub will then connect participants
with large automotive and aerospace
manufacturers that require these solutions, expanding opportunities for
local suppliers from across southern
Ontario to integrate into these global
supply chains.
The project is expected to support
more than 230 SMEs, spanning the
automotive corridor from Windsor
to Oshawa, to facilitate the commercialization of 100 new products or
services, support up to 170 direct
jobs and leverage $16.8 million from
industry partners including Ford,
Honda, Bombardier, Stellantis (Fiat
Chrysler), Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and De Havilland.

AI

MOUSER EXPLORES
AI POWER

Mouser Electronics Inc. has released
its third installment of the 2021 series
of its award-winning Empowering
Innovation Together program. The
segment dives deep into artificial intelligence (AI), through an engaging
collection of video, long-form articles,
blog and infographic content.
@EPTmagazine

Newly developed or
commercialized
tech at iHub in
Hamilton can be
accessed by
automotive and
aerospace OEMs in
Canada.

Embedded electronics systems
have continued to evolve alongside
the development of machine-learning
algorithms. Their union is giving rise
to the concept of edge computing. As
IoT developers tackle emerging IoT
requirements, edge devices will play
a central role in addressing the many
challenges that lie ahead in large-scale
IoT systems, including the necessary
security requirements to protect private information.
“As AI impacts more and more aspects of our lives, people want to understand the many facets and potential of
this new machine intelligence,” states
Glenn Smith, president and CEO of
Mouser Electronics. “The series will
explore the true definition of AI and
what the future may hold in terms of
applications, issues, benefits and risks.”

MICROELECTRONICS

FEDS PUMP $5M SUPPORT
INTO C2MI

Mouser’s
‘Empowering
Innovation
Together’ program
delivers AI-related
design
information.

Visit ept.ca for
the latest new
products, news and
industry events.

Representing the largest microelectronics R&D and commercialization
centre in Canada, C2MI will be the
recipient of $5-million in financial
support from the Federal Government. The injection of funds comes
at a time when some businesses and
organizations within the surrounding
Montérégie region have been struggling during the COVID-19 pandemic.
This non-refundable contribution
will allow C2MI to put in place stateof-the-art equipment to be used to
manufacture microsystems, to integrate opto-electronic components and
to screen print circuit boards in order
to accelerate the development of new
products and procedures. In addition
to building new capacity, the Centre
will be able to upgrade and optimize
some of its existing industrial capabilities to maintain cutting-edge technology and train highly qualified personnel.

3D PRINTING

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
CONSORTIUM GETS
FUNDING

The University of Waterloo has received an investment of $8.2-million
from FedDev Ontario to build on its
Multi-Scale Additive Manufacturing
(MSAM) Lab and establish the Additive Manufacturing Alliance.
Also known as 3D printing, this
emerging sector is altering manufacturing within the aerospace, healthcare and automotive sectors. Additive
manufacturing offers a quicker, more
efficient and environmentally-friendly
way to prototype.
The MSAM lab is Canada’s most
comprehensive academic R&D facility
with world-class equipment and the
largest team of experts in the country.

CLOUD

IBM CANADA TO OPEN IN
TORONTO

IBM Canada will be merging four
Toronto-based offices into a single
flexible workspace to be located in Toronto’s downtown core.The new office
will include an AI and hybrid cloud
client showcase centre, collaboration
spaces for use by both employees and
clients, and space for IBM Garage, a
globally recognized design approach to
innovation and digital transformation.
The decision to transition to a hub
design was accelerated over the past
year due to acceptance of virtual work
environments.
August 2021 / EP&T
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WEST TECH REPORT

Plantiga adds intelligence to insoles of athletes
BC firm earns $1.2M in funding - backed by pro star support
BY SOHAIL KAMAL, WEST COAST CORRESPONDENT

Assesses, tracks
and monitors

The motivation for starting Plantiga came from Sandler and his
father recognizing early on that
movements as simple as walking
are critical to monitoring the
health and wellbeing of humans.
“We knew that if there was a way
to quantify the different parts of
movement, we could keep watch
on subtle changes that might
help us prevent injury or disease,
and certainly on the other side,
help improve performance.”
Plantiga assesses, tracks and
monitors athlete’s individual
8

Canadian Olympic sprinter Andre De Grasse (left) confers with Plantiga
CEO Quin Sandler on the use of the firm’s athletic insoles.

movement patterns to determine
ways to both support rehab and
optimize performance.
“The touch points for each
individual will be very different
depending on their personal goals
and what their own target activity
is,” explains Sandler. “On a high
level, our analytics platform and
coaching is designed for individuals who are interested in pushing
their limits. Metrics for each instance will be different. Walking,
running, jumping - we cover it all
with high fidelity data that with

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS & TECHNOLOGY / August 2021

our coaches, can provide actionable insights for each athlete.”
It is a project that has taken over
a decade to get to this stage, and a
turning point came when Sandler
gave a live demo for the Laker’s
Timothy DiFrancesco (head
strength coach) and Gary Vitti
(head athletic trainer), in 2017.

Support ‘build-out’

“They saw the demo, and DiFrancesco liked it. He said, we’ll
buy one for the entire team.That’s
when I had to explain that the one

his athlete was using was my only
demo,” explains Sandler. This
was the first time that someone
else had really understood the
benefits of their system. There is
no other way for people to generate useful, real-world sensor data
on a suite of gait and performance
metrics that could drive training
and accelerate results for athletes.
“From our work in pro sports,
we understand how hard it is to
measure an athlete when they’re
competing on the court, running
on the trail, wherever,” saidVenier.
“That’s where we come in. That’s
what we do for teams, and that’s
what we want to do for individual
athletes. The funding we received
will accelerate marketing and
sales efforts while supporting the
build-out of [our technology’s]
self-monitoring capabilities.”
This approach will allow Plantiga to continue to hone its products
with professional athletes, while
laying the groundwork to expand
into the general population.
From just a prototype in
2017 to earning ‘seven-digits’
in funding and growing from its
current staff of 15 to 20 in the
fall, Plantiga is taking steps to accelerate their success. The firm is
currently manufacturing all of its
products locally, while foreseeing
more support will be required in
reducing friction in their hardware setup and improving their
software’s user interface.
To learn more, go to www.plantiga.com.
Sohail Kamal is
EP&T’s West Coast
correspondent.
sohail@nextgear.ca
EPT.CA
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Plantiga, an AI-powered sensor insole and
software platform has
garnered $1.2M in
funding to accelerate its growth.
The firm’s users and clients are
impressive. These include most
major league sporting leagues in
North America, including the
NHL, NBA, MLB, NFL and
MLS, plus high-end sports medicine clinics, and both the US
and Canadian militaries. The
company’s sensor insoles and
software enables the measurement and analysis of human
movement to help athletes become more resilient and perform
at their best.
West Coast Report recently had
the opportunity to meet with
Quin Sandler, CEO, and Bobbi
Venier, head of growth, about the
impetus for starting Plantiga, why
their products are so important to
athletes, and what challenges lie
ahead for them as they refine their
user interface and software.
“Our goal is to positively impact
millions of people by focusing on
optimizing both their movement
health and performance,” says
Sandler, founder and CEO of
Plantiga. “We know very little of
how people move, and especially
in the real-world, but the way
someone moves tells us so much.
We can optimize our movement
patterns. We can increase mobility, range of motion, speed, and
more. We can push the boundaries of what’s currently possible.”

AUTOMOTIVE
ELECTRONICS

CELLULAR VEHICLES

Auto group seeks to accelerate use of 5G tech
The 5G Automotive
Association (5GAA) with the engagement
of EU representatives
and stakeholders of the ‘Cellular
Vehicle to everything’ (C-2VX)
ecosystem - has discussed the
latest developments, opportunities, and challenges presented by
connected mobility and 5G-V2X
technology at the Mobile World
Congress Barcelona 2021 earlier
this summer. The conference offered an overview on the broadscale improvements that
connected mobility can bring to
the global automotive system.The
association disclosed the last global updates of 5G-V2X technology
that will enable real-time connection between vehicles and their
surroundings. 5G-powered vehicles are expected to hit the European market this year, as 5GAA
members are leading C-V2X deployment through network based,

direct communications on the
continent.Technological progress
supports more advanced use cases
and the combination of longrange and short-range connectivity will grant the optimal setup for
safety and efficiency of traffic.
“In the next two to three years,
our association expects to see
mass deployment of vehicle-to
everything (V2X) use cases geared
towards improving traffic efficiency and road safety around the
world”, said 5GAA director-general Johannes Springer. From
2024 onwards, 5GAA further

anticipates the large-scale introduction of advanced safety and
automated driving use cases supported by C-V2X. 5GAA supports
the ecosystem by identifying these
required use cases and services
which are expected to be enabled
by 5G-V2X in the coming decade.
This enables European stakeholders to engage and collaborate
in order to scale up V2X services
and deliver societal benefits.
5GAA also underlined the
strong need for a harmonized
regulatory approach that will
stimulate innovative business
models and a technology-neutral
regulatory framework that will be
focused on service delivery and
foster market-led innovation. Only
an enabling and future-proof regulatory environment, conducive
to C-V2X rapid deployment by
OEMs and road authorities, will
improve road safety and reach
climate-neutrality.

The association highlighted
5G-powered vehicles are already
commercialized in China. However, there are some relevant
improvements in C-V2X implementation and 5G accessibility on
roads in Europe. Many cities and
road operators are starting to offer
internet interfaces with real-time
traffic information such as red
light space, slippery roads and
even wrong-way-drivers warning.
For one, Dieter Hötzer –
vice-president of automated driving systems at Bosch - illustrated
the Wrong Way Driver Solution
developed by the 5GAA member
company, as a clear example of
technology that greatly impacts
road safety. The software needs
a GPS signal transferred to a
cloud system that alerts drivers
going the wrong way and warns
other vehicles in the danger zone,
sending out almost instant push
notifications.

The Cord Compass
for Navigating
Tight Spaces—
NEMA Angled
Cords!

Interpower® offers 8 different angles of the NEMA 5-15 cord.
When limited space between equipment and the power
connection make the direction of the cord critical, an angled
cord minimizes the space between connectors reducing the
strain on both plug and cord.

Cords allowing 8 directional angles or “headings” will navigate
past tight angles and minimal space (such as equipment flush
against walls) to find connectivity.
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COVER STORY

Coating electric
vehicle charging
stations for safer,
tougher reliability
Which conformal coating has the best
chemical composition to deliver all
attributes & operational function?

The emergence and development of electric vehicles
(EVs) have consumers
around the globe switching
to electric mobility. The BBC recently
reported that 20% of all new cars sold
globally will be electric by 2025. EVs
have finally attained mainstream status, and sales are beginning to overtake those of internal combustion
vehicles. And, there are solid reasons
for doing so. No fuel means no emissions. This is particularly important
for those interested in decreasing their
impact on the environment through
transport. Running costs are minimal,
as are maintenance costs. Where performance was once an issue, there is
hardly an automobile manufacturer
that has not jumped on the EV bandwagon. The competition has rocketed
EV performance.
However, there continue to be perceived and real technical barriers to the
widespread adoption of electric vehicles. The availability and reliability of

a fast-charging infrastructure continue
to be the major hurdle. Although home
charging is where most electric vehicle charging happens, long-distance
driving requires a ubiquitous network
of working charging stations to make
long-distance travel feasible. According to Deloitte, as of February 2021,
there were almost 100,000 charging
outlets for plug-in electric vehicles
(EVs) in the United States. Regardless
of where charging takes place, charging
stations can fail – and when they do,
drivers become stranded.
Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment
(EVSE), commonly called charging
stations or charging docks, supplies
electric energy to recharge electric
vehicles. They are designed and
manufactured into the EV charging
standard for electrical safety for the
user, the vehicle, and the power grid.
Several residential and commercial
ac and dc EVSEs configurations
are designed to deliver a range of
power outputs, load capabilities, and

When a
connection is
made to the
EVSE’s, the control
module assesses
power levels and
whether the cable
is connected
correctly, while
sourcing potential
ground fault.

20%

of all new cars sold
globally will be
electric by 2025
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offer different connector types. North
America, Europe, and China have
regional standards, and some are vendor-specific, like Tesla. Regardless of
the differences, all EVSEs have components that enable them to perform
the same essential functions.
Charging stations are typically
housed in National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) rated
enclosures with either a box on the
charging cable, a wall-mounted unit,
or a tower. Ac power flows into the
chamber through a plug for portable units or a hardwired connection
for permanently placed units. A
cable runs from the enclosure with
a connector that ties to the vehicle’s
charging port. In Direct Current Fast
Charging (DCFC,) the EVSE enclosure also contains components that
convert ac power to dc.
The internal components of an
EVSE consist of a power source,
three-phase electric power, charging
points, masters, a server and database,
asynchronous serial connections, communication TCP/IP (Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol),
and slaves. There is the main relay for
switching power to the vehicle on or off
and a module that controls the main
relay. When in use, there are high voltage connector terminals for charging
and pilot connectors for a low voltage
connection to the EVSE’s control
module. When a connection is made,
the control module assesses power levels on the pilot connectors, indicating
whether the cable is connected correctly and whether there is a ground fault.
EPT.CA
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BY CALVIN JENNINGS, SENIOR DIRECTOR
AUTOMOTIVE, HZO
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It also verifies that the vehicle’s systems
are ready to receive a charge and the
charging station is ready to deliver
power. The main relay then powers up
the cable connected to the EV.
Although there are many different
EVSE configurations, all the connectors
have pins that enable basic functions.
More sophisticated charging stations
contain microcontrollers that can be
programmed to perform specific tasks
such as adjusting power output, monitoring charging progress, connecting
to the Internet, and interacting with
mobile apps that enable users to control
the charging station remotely.
Charging stations are typically
located outside, which makes them
vulnerable to external sources. They
are susceptible to voltage transients or
electrical surges resulting from a sudden release of energy previously stored
or induced by heavy inductive loads or
lightning. Being outside also means the
@EPTmagazine
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Parylene has
emerged as the
conformal coating
of choice for various
industries, including
automotive

delicate internal components are susceptible to the elements.To compound
the issue, in-network EVSE failures
can impact other chargers or transmit
across power lines and affect other
electrical power equipment.
The realistic and economical
approach to protecting EVSEs is
with conformal coatings, polymeric
film-forming products that protect
circuit boards, components, and other
electronic devices from adverse environmental conditions. As the name implies, they conform to the structure and
environment of the items being coated,
thereby providing increased dielectric
resistance, operational integrity, and
protection from corrosive atmospheres
and contaminants, including humidity,
heat and cold, mold, dirt, and dust.
The question is – which conformal
coating? The chemical composition
of each determines its attributes and
operational function.
Acrylic Resin – Acrylic conformal
coating provides fair elasticity and
general protection – or what is considered basic, entry-level protection. It is
recognized for high dielectric strength
and adequate moisture and abrasion
resistance. Acrylic is easy to apply and
remove, making rework and field repair practical and economical. Still, it
does not protect against solvents and
vapors, making it less than ideal for
many applications.
Silicone Resin – Silicone conformal
coating is moisture, chemical, salt spray,
and fungal resistant, making it appropriate for high-humidity environments. As
a soft and flexible solder-through coating, it has good dielectric properties that
can withstand wide temperature ranges.
Its rubbery nature makes it unresistant
to abrasion, but this property makes
it resilient against vibrational stresses.
This quality makes removal a challenge,
requiring specialized solvents, long soak
time, and agitation from a brush or an
ultrasonic bath.
Urethane (Polyurethane) Resin –
Urethane conformal coating is known
for excellent moisture, chemical, solvent, and abrasion resistance. It is challenging to remove. They are applied as
single or two-component formulas with
claims of suitability for printed circuit
boards.
Epoxy Resin - Epoxy resin conformal coating is usually available as
a two-part compound and creates a
very hard coating. It enjoys humidity
resistance and is not generally permeable. It has high abrasion and chemical resistance, which makes removal
very difficult once cured.

Parylene – Parylene, with its unique
chemistry, and deep molecular reach,
has emerged as the conformal coating of choice for various industries,
including automotive, medical, aerospace, military, industrial, and consumer electronics. When compared to
acrylic, silicones, urethane, and epoxy
coatings, Parylene has all the properties and characteristics necessary to
help advance technologies. There is
no liquid phase with Parylene, and
it is truly conformal. It can create a
uniform controllable thickness that
is entirely pinhole-free at thicknesses
greater than 0.5µm, even for the most
intricate and complex shapes. This ultra-thin coating can penetrate spaces
as narrow as 0.01mm.
Parylene is inert, insoluble, thermally stable between -200°C and 125°C
and higher, has a dielectric strength of
7 kV/mil, and has high elasticity with
an elongation break of 200%. It acts
as a dry film lubricant, eliminates the
need for liquid release agents, and
protects from a range of contaminants,
including moisture, corrosive fluids,
chemicals, gases, and fungus.
Parylene is applied near room temperature, which means any object that
can be exposed to medium vacuum can
be coated. Overall, its distinctive properties can be used to provide protection
solutions to a wide variety of applications. Manufacturers are often amazed
at the sheer number of items that can
be effectively coated with Parylene.
As the barriers to electric vehicle
adoption are removed, they are increasingly becoming a realistic and
viable transportation option. They
are nothing, however, without reliable
charging stations. The automotive
industry routinely turns to Parylene
coatings to provide enhanced protection for all kinds of electronic circuitry.
With so many automakers preparing
to move away from combustion and
hybrid-powered vehicles to full EVs,
EVSEs will be held to the same durability and dependability standards consumers expect in their vehicles.
Calvin Jennings joined HZO with
more than 20 years of experience in
the automotive electronic business
working for such companies as Ford,
Visteon, Continental, and HBPO.
Jennings worked in many areas of the automotive
industry, from manufacturing and design
engineering at Ford to business development and
sales at Visteon, Continental, and HBPO. Jennings
holds a B.S. in Electrical Engineering from Widener
University and an MBA from the University of
Michigan, Ross School of Business.
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Standardized automotive display
connectivity framework
Essential for future automotive electronic and electrical architectures
BY JAMES GOEL, MIPI
TECHNICAL STEERING GROUP
CHAIR AND DISPLAY WORKING
GROUP VICE CHAIR
Automotive display systems are
currently undergoing accelerated
evolution due to industry trends
in connectivity, automation, sharing and electrification. Advanced driver-assistance systems (ADAS), digital cockpits,
in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) and autonomous driving systems (ADS) are driving a
rapid proliferation in the number of in-vehicle displays and the need for ever-increasing
display resolutions, frame rates and colour
bit-depths.
The resultant multigigabit net data
throughputs required to connect all of these
displays present a significant design issue for
future vehicles, requiring the development
of innovative electrical and electronic (E/E)
architectures that leverage the latest display
technologies. These advanced display systems must also meet the stringent reliability,
power, weight and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) requirements demanded by the
automotive industry.
The use of industry standards for displays
has solved similar challenges in adjacent industries, such as mobile phones. This article
will explain how following a standards-based
approach is also essential to solving the automotive display connectivity challenge.

Figure 1 Increasing numbers of in-vehicle displays.

Top 5 technical considerations for
connecting automotive displays

1

Bandwidth and latency:

As shown in the image and table,
more displays are being integrated into
vehicles to support the increasing demand
for ADAS and ADS — replacing traditional
analog instrument clusters, mirrors and mechanical buttons, and adding new displays to
support IVI services and to enable digital vehicle customization. The increasing number
of displays combined with ever-increasing
display resolutions, frame rates and color bitdepths will require multigigabit-per-second,
ultra-low-latency connectivity, with the total
12

Figure 2 Example of in-vehicle display types and net data throughputs.

net data throughput required to connect displays expected to increase significantly with
each new generation of vehicles.

2

Electromagnetic interference
(EMI) immunity:

Harsh in-vehicle environments present significant challenges to multigigabit communication technologies, which are required to
operate at significantly higher symbol rates
and at much higher in-band frequencies.
To ensure safe and resilient operation of
high-throughput data links over the vehicle’s
lifespan, communications links must provide
ultra-high immunity to any EMI effects by
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implementing noise cancellation and error
correction mechanisms that target the negative effects of automotive EMI.

3

Cable harness complexity:

The cable harness is presently one of
the heaviest and most expensive components
within a vehicle. Connectivity solutions for
in-vehicle displays must, wherever possible,
minimize the complexity of the cable harness,
reducing the cable shielding and number of
conductors to a minimum to save cost and
weight, and allowing use of inline connectors
to enable ease of installation on the production line. Connectivity solutions must also
EPT.CA
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The challenge of automotive display connectivity raises five principal technical considerations that need to be addressed when
developing automotive E/E architectures:

protect against cable harness degradation
due to cable aging and flexing.

4

Functional safety enablers:

5

Engineering effort:

ADAS and ADS applications must
meet Automotive Safety Integrity Level
(ASIL) requirements, from ASIL B through
ASIL D, as defined within ISO 26262. Features that enable functional safety within
display connectivity solutions to detect loss
of packets, frozen links and loss of communication are essential to meet these stringent
requirements.
Figure 3 MIPI Automotive SerDes Solutions (MASS) display connectivity example.

Integrating advanced displays into
vehicles can require the use of many different
software and hardware components, sourced
from many different vendors. Developing
bespoke connectivity solutions in-house,
or with a limited number of suppliers, can
significantly increase engineering effort and
component costs, placing the whole cost
burden, including development, test and
validation, onto a single automaker.

by DSE, and additional security features will
be added in future releases.

• MIPI Display Command Set
(MIPI DCS):

A standardized command set for control
functions and supply of data to displays using
MIPI DSI-2. It specifies commands for setup, control and test functions, including the
control of settings such as resolution, width
and brightness, thus significantly simplifying
integration and design cost.

How a standardized automotive
display connectivity framework can
overcome these challenges

Use of a standardized automotive display
connectivity framework, such as the one
provided by the MIPI Automotive SerDes
Solutions (MASS) display specifications,
can help automakers overcome all of the
challenges described above. Unlike individual specifications, which solve only one
component of a display solution (such as just
providing the physical layer), a framework
solution provides physical and protocol layers together with key features such as display
stream compression and functional safety
enablers, creating a fully integrated solution
for the automotive industry.
The MASS display framework, shown
above, provides a complete automotive connectivity solution, incorporating a suite of
industry specifications:

Photo: MIPI Association

• MIPI A-PHY:

A high-speed, low-latency (< 6?s), longreach (up to 15m) asymmetric serializer/
deserializer (SerDes) physical layer interface.
A-PHY employs dynamic pulse amplitude
modulation, just-in-time interference
cancellers and PHY-level retransmission
mechanisms to ensure ultra-high noise immunity and maximum link robustness. It
supports heterogeneous point-to-point and
daisy-chain display topologies and optional
power delivery over a single cable (coaxial or
shielded twisted pair), eliminating the need
for proprietary asymmetric PHYs, simplifying in-vehicle communication networks
and reducing cost, cable harness weight and
development time.
@EPTmagazine

Figure 4 MIPI Automotive SerDes Solutions
(MASS) display specifications.

• MIPI Protocol Adaptation Layers
(PALs):

Specifications that allow display components
based on MIPI Display Serial Interface 2
(MIPI DSI-2) and VESA Embedded DisplayPort and DisplayPort (VESA eDP/DP) protocols to map their video, audio and control data
to A-PHY’s A-Packet format for transmission
over long-reach A-PHY networks.

• MIPI DSI-2 and VESA eDP/DP:

Industry-leading display protocols to enable long-reach source-to-sink connectivity
between automotive displays and their associated electronic control units. Already extensively adopted within multiple industries,
including mobile, computer and automotive,
use of these protocols dramatically reduces
engineering effort and cost.

• MIPI Display Service Extensions
(MIPI DSE):

A new specification that standardizes functional safety enablers to help display solutions meet ISO 26262 requirements from
ASIL B to ASIL D. Enablers include link
failure detection, timeout monitoring, cyclic
redundancy check to detect data transmission failures, and a message counter for
replay protection. High-bandwidth Digital
Content Protection (HDCP) is also enabled

• VESA Display Stream Compression
(DSC) and VESA Display
Compression-M (VDC-M):

Incorporated into DSI-2, codecs that offer
guaranteed low-latency performance and are
visually lossless for images and videos (DSC
at 8 bits-per-pixel compression and VDC-M
at 5-6 bits-per-pixel compression). Already
widely adopted within multiple industries,
including mobile and the Internet of Things
(IoT), use of these standard compression
technologies for automotive display applications not only massively reduces connectivity
bandwidth, but also dramatically reduces
engineering effort and cost.

Conclusion

Use of industry standards such as MASS
solves key automotive display connectivity
challenges, drives interoperability between
different vendor solutions and leverages
economies of scale by amortizing engineering costs over larger volumes of components
spread across the whole industry. Most
importantly for automakers, the use of
standards removes the burden of designing
(or selecting) a proprietary interface for the
next E/E architectures, allowing automakers
to focus on ‘higher-value,’ product-differentiating technologies that sit higher up the
protocol stack.
This article was written and submitted by James Goel,
MIPI technical steering group chair and display working
group vice chair. Read more about the MIPI Automotive
SerDes Solutions display framework.
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Autonomous vehicles drive AI chip innovation
BY BIN LEI, CO-FOUNDER & SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT AT GYRFALCON TECHNOLOGY INC.
The technology in our
cars is undergoing a
radically dynamic
transformation. Software monitors the engine, plays
the music, alerts the driver to
oncoming traffic hazards and
provides so many more functions. However, the old adage
that software is slow and chips
are fast is supremely relevant as
vehicles become autonomous.
No room for error exists when
the car is driving itself. As we get
closer to full autonomy, chips
will need to usher in the next gen.

Q: Why is autonomous driving so
difficult from a tech perspective?
Autonomous
vehicles require
processing massive data captured
by the sensors
(camera, LiDAR, Radar, and
Ultrasound). And, it has to provide real-time feedback, such as
traffic conditions, events, weather conditions, road signs, traffic
signals and others. This requires
high trillions of operations per second (TOPS) to process multiple
challenging tasks (eg, object
extraction, detection, segmentation, tracking, and more) simultaneously. It also consumes high
power consumption depending
on the operation. Lastly, high
speed processing, reliability and
14

accuracy are very important and one of the big constraints of the
system. Other main disadvantages
need to be better than humans.
of GPUs are power consumption
Q: Describe the computational
and cost. GPUs are mostly used
challenges for autonomous
for cloud AI and its flexibility and
vehicles above L3.
configurability capabilities. AppliCurrently, most autonomous cation-specific integrated circuits
vehicles are using GPU (graphic (ASICs) are more appropriate for
processing chip) for their core AI application-specific tasks with large
processing. GPU is not as fast or computing processing, low cost,
cost-effective as a custom chip and power efficiency requirements,
(ASIC). Ultimately, we need a such as AI applications. Using an
dedicated AI autonomous proces- AI dedicated co-processor (ASIC)
sor. However, one of the biggest for AI applications is becoming
issues is power consumption.
mainstream particularly for Edge
applications. We believe in the fuQ: For autonomous AI, what chips ture, for autonomous driving, there
are most widely used?
will be dedicated processors and
Central processing units (CPUs) systems to serve the purpose that
are general-purpose processors will not be GPU-based.
with linear architecture. Ideally, it
is desirable to use CPUs for more Q: Why is Edge computing so
general (but important) non-AI important for the future?
tasks. Overloading CPUs by AI Edge computing is important due
processing should be avoided if to the following features: Localpossible. Graphics processing units ity, low latency, privacy/security,
(GPUs) are traditionally used for mobility support and power congraphics and gaming. However, sumption restriction.
due to its flexibility and relatively
high processing power, It can be Q: How can manufacturers
used for AI training and edge appli- ensure autonomous AI mistakes
cations.There are other issues such are not made?
as the data transfer between the If you look back at accidents or
GPU and the CPU ends up being issues with their autonomous
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Q: What is the role of sensors
(ie, cameras, LiDAR, ultrasonic,
radar)?
Cameras are typically used for
vision processing, which is becoming aware of the surrounding
environment for object detection,
identification, segmentation,
(lane) tracking, blind-spot monitoring, parking assist, traffic sign
recognition, and color information. Cameras typically do not
provide distance information.
LiDAR is mostly used for
360-point detection with high
accuracy and resolution. LiDAR
is very expensive and offers
no color information. Radar is
used for object detection with
high-to-low resolution and is
useful at long range, but cannot
distinguish what the objects
are. Ultrasonic is often used for
parking assist, blind spots, ACC
(automatic cruise control) with
stop and go.

Gyrfalcon Technology Inc., developers of
high performance AI accelerators that use
low power, packaged in small sized chips.
https://www.gyrfalcontech.ai
EPT.CA
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Why are cutting-edge
chips necessary for
Edge AI?
AI requires a specific architecture that
is more appropriate
for AI application processing.
The trend is to use Tensor architecture as opposed to Linear or
Vector processing that is typically
used in CPU, DPU or GPU,
respectively. Cutting-edge chips
or dedicated co-processors are
becoming the mainstream for
on-device, edge, and even cloud
AI processing. Edge AI has other
benefits (besides its architecture)
in terms of its locality, privacy,
latency, power consumption
limitation, and mobility support.

driving, every single case was a
new case that the machine learning did not quite know how to
react or reacted wrongly. It takes
time, but we must do it correctly.
Over 90% of car accidents are
due to human errors and although human mistakes can be
forgiven, machine errors are not.
AI accuracy can be increased due
to learning capabilities and algorithms used. Besides algorithms,
infrastructure and government
regulations are important to make
autonomous driving possible.

Take the path
of least resistance

Increase the efficiency of your power electronics systems
with our ultra-low DCR power inductors
Coilcraft’s AGP/AGM Family of high
current power inductors features flat-wire
construction for exceptionally low DC and
AC resistance, letting your power systems
run cooler and with greater efficiency.
Select from a wide range of inductance
values from 1.9 to 470 µH and current
ratings up to 110 Amps.

All AGP/AGM inductors meet stringent
AEC-Q200 Grade 1 quality standards,
making them suitable for automotive
and other harsh-environment applications.
Visit www.coilcraft.com/AGP to learn
more and arrange for a test drive.
Datasheets and free samples are always just
around the corner!
®
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Verification of automotive systems
is an enormous task
At the lowest levels, individual sensors and integrated circuits interact
in the various subsystems of the vehicle

BY JEAN-MAIRE BRUNET, SENIOR DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT MANAGEMENT AND ENGINEERING
FOR THE SCALABLE VERIFICATION SOLUTIONS DIVISION AT SIEMENS EDA
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Figure 1: Vehicles are systems of systems, of systems of systems.

Figure 2: Veloce emulators take a design that’s been compiled for the emulator, execute the
design, and allow debugging of both hardware and software.

This means that we need tools to:
• Simulate real-world environmental conditions and the outputs of sensors responding
to them
• Verify the circuits that perform the decision-making computations, given the
sensor inputs
• Take the computed decisions and apply
them to virtualized versions of the mechanical systems that those decisions control

provided for time of day, weather, colour of
vehicles or pedestrian clothing, pedestrian
features, and the numerous other ways these
scenarios can be tested. Together, these virtual scenarios produce the signals generated
by the various vehicle sensors as they react
to the scenario. Those signals can then be
used to test the integrated circuits that are
responsible for responding to the sensors.

Modeling the driving environment

When it comes to verifying circuits, simulation is a common tool used extensively for
checking out pieces of the circuit. But, when
it comes to verifying an entire chip, simulation
is far too slow. Much of the functionality will
be implemented in software, which is practically impossible to simulate – again, because
it would take an extraordinary amount of time
to do so. But there’s a faster way to verify silicon: hardware emulators. Unlike simulators,
which use computer instructions to do their
work, an emulator implements the circuit

In the first task, a tool extensively models the
vehicle infrastructure like roads (or portions
of roads), bridges, and intersections; physical
objects like trees, buildings, and traffic signs;
other vehicles and pedestrians; and weather
conditions. It also has an extensive library of
modeled sensors, including cameras, radar,
lidar, ultrasonic sensors, infrared sensors,
V2X communications, and GPS. These elements work together to allow modeling of
realistic roadway conditions, with variants
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Verifying the integrated circuits
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Future vehicles rely on the convergence of a huge range of technologies. Electrification; sensors;
connectivity; cloud computing;
big data; AI – they’re all intimately connected
in the functional safety and driver-assist
features for autonomous vehicles.
At the lowest levels, individual sensors and
integrated circuits interact in the various
subsystems of the vehicle. But, it doesn’t
stop there, the vehicle is part of an overall
environment that includes other vehicles, pedestrians, infrastructure, and even the cloud.
This makes the verification of automotive
systems an enormous task.
There are literally millions of scenarios to
be checked out. And each of those scenarios
has variations. For example, one scenario
might have the car approaching a pedestrian
in a crosswalk. But that could be at different
times of day, with different weather, and with
different pedestrian clothing. All of this is a
verification project that, realistically, could
never be accomplished using physical means.
All of these demands join the usual challenges
of getting a cost-competitive product to market as quickly as possible. The problem is a
perfect fit for verification tools that can make
this process manageable. A combination of
realistic scenario modeling, simulation, and
mechatronic verification aim to get a new
vehicle on the road quickly and efficiently.
For an autonomous vehicle to function, its
systems must perform three tasks:
• Sense: the vehicle must be able to sense its
environment. In addition, there are many
internal conditions that must be sensed to
assure correct operation
• Decide: those sensor outputs must be
evaluated to make decisions
• Actuate: those decisions must control
some part of the vehicle or some aspect of
its operation. All three of these elements
need to be included in any comprehensive
verification process.
And that presents a significant challenge,
since there is no time to do physical prototyping using trial-and-error to find issues.
And it’s impossible to test safety and security
thoroughly in a real, physical vehicle.The only
way to do extensive verification is to virtualize
the entire system – environment and vehicle.

Verifying from stimulus to response

Together, these tools provide the end-to-end verification that’s so
critical for ensuring that your vehicle will perform correctly regardless of the scenario and regardless of which parts of the vehicle are
affected. And, it’s done completely virtually, meaning no delays for
building prototypes. One need only create models – and many of
them already exist in the tool libraries.
Jean-Marie Brunet is the senior director of product management and
engineering for the Scalable Verification Solutions Division at Siemens
EDA. He has served for more than 20 years in application engineering,
marketing, and management roles in the EDA industry, and has held
IC design and design management positions at STMicroelectronics,
Cadence, and Micron among others. Jean-Marie holds a Master’s
degree in Electrical Engineering from I.S.E.N Electronic Engineering School in Lille,
France. Jean-Marie Brunet can be reached at jm_brunet@mentor.com

Figure 3: Together, Simcenter PreScan, Veloce and Simcenter
Amesim provide end-to-end vehicle verification.

being verified in logic chips that make up the heart of the emulator.
In the Siemens hardware emulator, Veloce, those logic chips have
been designed to allow them to implement any digital design within
the size constraints of the emulator. So, while you’re not running the
actual final silicon chip – which hasn’t yet been built – you’re still
using hardware instead of software, and that can speed things up by
1000-10,000 times.
One key requirement of any verification approach is visibility.You
need to be able to see deep inside the circuits so that, if something
goes wrong, you can figure out exactly where and why it happened.
You can’t do that with a real, physical circuit because the overwhelming majority of the signals never leave the chip – so they’re not visible.
Simulators give good visibility, since everything is modeled in software, but, as we’ve seen, they’re too slow.
Critically, hardware emulators also provide the needed visibility
making it possible to peer into the circuits in the same way that simulation allows, but with far faster execution speeds. The circuit that
you build inside an emulator acts as a digital twin of the real circuit.
It allows you to develop a high-quality circuit much more quickly.
This makes verification much more efficient because you’re testing
the circuit before it’s built. This means that there’s no need to wait
for actual silicon to do the verification. More critically, you can find
any problems before committing to silicon, dramatically reducing
the chances of an expensive and time-consuming mask re-spin and
raising confidence when you move into production. Importantly,
scenarios and results can be traced back to requirements. This lets
you converge on a complete, correct design more quickly, since the
verification plan and results remain connected to the requirements
that drove the design in the first place.

Photo: Siemens EDA

Verifying the response to calculations

The integrated circuits process the sensor inputs and make decisions.
It’s important to verify that those decisions will have the intended
effect. But the decisions affect mechanical systems that aren’t available in an emulator. A different tool is required to take the hardware
emulator outputs the rest of the way through the system. Siemens has
a tool that provides just such a capability, using functional mock-up
units (FMUs) to simulate the effects of the emulator outputs. This
is still a virtualized environment – where testing the activity of major
mechanical components like the engine, the transmission, the brakes,
and the steering can be done.
So, for example, if a scenario shows a pedestrian jumping unexpectedly in front of the car, the camera and other sensor signals that
observe this happening are run through the emulator. The emulator
decides – say, to make an evasive steering maneuver, or to apply the
brakes, or both. The logical signals indicating the decision can then
be sent to the mechanical component simulation tool, where the
steering wheel will turn by the requested amount, or the brakes will
be applied the requested amount, or both.
August 2021 / EP&T
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IoT and the medical market. Device
allows for actuation to occur from
different angles onto the pin plunger
version. Product allows for less
components to be used in an end
design without sacrificing usability
and practicality. Space-saving device
delivers high reliability with a
compact design of 13.3mm x 7.0mm
x 5.3mm. Devices deliver a long
stroke and robust actuation force
that permits applications to ensure
reliability for when the switch is
actuated.
https://www.ckswitches.com/
products/switches/productdetails/Snap/ZMV/

MOSFET BOOSTS
BANDGAP FOR HIGHPERFORMANCE
CHARGING

ON SEMICONDUCTOR
Pair of 1200 V full silicon carbide
(SiC) MOSFET 2-PACK modules
further enhancing their range of
products suitable for the challenging
electric vehicle (EV) market. Devices
are based upon planar technology
and suited to a drive voltage in the
range of 18-20 V, are simple to drive
with negative gate voltages. The
larger die reduces thermal resistance compared to trench MOSFETs,
thereby reducing die temperature at
the same operating temperature.
Configured as a 2-PACK half bridge,
the NXH010P120MNF is a 10 mohm
device housed in an F1 package.
https://www.onsemi.com

AUTOMOTIVE HD LINK
COMPLEMENTS AUTO
SAFETY SYSTEMS
RENESAS ELECTRONICS

Automotive HD Link (AHL) technology delivers high-definition video over
low-cost cables and connectors that
currently support standard-definition video. AHL can be paired with
firm’s other products, such as the
R-Car Automotive SoCs, RH850
MCUs, automotive PMICs, and
analog components to cost-effectively implement numerous safety
features in virtually any vehicle.
RAA279971 AHL encoder and
RAA279972 decoder use a modulat18

ed analog signal to transmit the
video, enabling transmission rates
10 times less than required to
transmit HD signals digitally.
www.renesas.com/AHL

NEXT GEN HIGH
PERFORMANCE IMU
PROVIDES 3D
ACCELERATION
ACEINNA

OpenIMU335RI rugged
inertial
measurement
unit (IMU)
with CAN and RS232 interfaces delivers
increased performance in key
acceleration and gyro specifications.
Device delivers best in class performance, including 1.3 degrees per hour
bias instability (BI) and 0.1 degrees per
root hour Angle Random Walk, making
it suitable for 3DMG (3 Dimensional
Machine Guidance), 3DMC (3
Dimensional Machine Control) and
other applications requiring high
performance inertial measurements.
Device is triple redundant - consisting
of three independent 3-Axis Accelerometers and 3-Axis Gyros.
https://www.aceinna.com/
inertial-systems/OpenIMU335RI

MINI SNAP ACTING
SWITCH REDUCES
REQUIRED COMPONENT
COUNT
C&K SWITCHES
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ZMV low to high
power snap
acting switch
designed for
automotive
handles, HVAC,

AUTOMOTIVE CURRENT
SENSORS INTEGRATE
OVERCURRENT
DETECTION
MELEXIS

MLX91218 &
MLX91219
conventional
hall current
sensor using a
ferromagnetic
C-core to measure currents in the
ranges of 200A to beyond 2000A.
The IMC-Hall current sensor comes
with a flexible U-shield for crosstalk
immunity, currents can be measured
in the ranges of 200A to 2000A.
Sensors benefit from an increased
signal to noise ratio (SNR), nearly 2
times greater than preceding
generations. Featuring high linearity,
within ±0.3% full scale, the
AEC-Q100 automotive-qualified
devices boost accuracy for managing
high speed applications.
www.melexis.com

BATTERY CHARGING
SYSTEM DELIVERS 3-IN-1
CHARGING SOLUTION

DELTA-Q TECHNOLOGIES
XV3300
battery
charging
line
combines
a high-performance
3.3kW charger, a 500W dc-dc
converter, and an EV charging
station interface in a highly compact
package. Unit is suitable solution for
power-train electrification. Product
answers OEM customer’s need for
on-board charging power up to
20kW delivered in a compact, fully
sealed IP67 package. Product
includes dc-dc converter for

auxiliary dc loads, a VCIM (Vehicle
Charge Interface Module) for simple
connection to public EV charging,
and the ability to stack the chargers
for configurable power levels.
https://connect.delta-q.com/
xv3300

ANTI-SURGE PULSE
RESISTORS BOOST
POWER

KOA SPEER ELECTRONICS
SG73P1EW
anti-surge,
pulse
precision thick
film chip
resistor has a
power rating of 0.25 watt with a TCR
as low as ±100ppm/°C. This
represents a 100% increase in power
compared to the existing SG73P
0402 package. Device improves
power and precision in a 0402
package size. Devices offer a range
of resistance values from 1Ω to
10MΩ and an operating temperature
range of -55°C ~ +155°C. The
AEC-Q200 qualified products are
available with resistance tolerances
of ±0.5%, ±1%, ±2% and ±5%.
www.koaspeer.com

CONNECTOR BOOSTS
DATA SPEEDS TO 56
GBIT/S
ROSENBERGER

H-MTD,
H-MTD+ and
H-MTDe
differential
high-speed
data connector systems set
new standards for future vehicle
network systems. Devices can be
used for frequencies up to 20GHz,
guarantee high-data transmission
rates of up to 56Gbit/s and are
characterized by savings in installation space and weight. Another key
advantage is the modular design of
the connector system, which flexibly
enables a wide range of Ethernet
applications and industrial protocols. Product family is used in ADAS
systems, autonomous driving
applications, 4K cameras & displays/
infotainment.
https://www.rosenberger.com/
product/h-mtd
Visit EPT.ca for the latest news, stories,
products, videos, photo galleries and
industry events.
EPT.CA

DESIGN
SOURCE

NEW PRODUCTS
SEMI-SINTERING DIE
ATTACH PASTE SERVES
POWER DESIGNS
HENKEL

TINY PLASTIC
ENCLOSURES COME IN
MANY SIZES, COLOURS

HAMMOND MANUFACTURING
1551 miniature plastic enclosure
family consists of 49 different sizes,
including a choice of colours, flanged
lids, keyring and USB C versions. The
ventilated sensor enclosures come in
45, 60 and 80mm diameter round
versions, with plain or vented covers.
Product’s snap-fit closure allows
repeated opening and closing without
tools and maximizes internal space
for pcbs by eliminating screw fixings
to secure the cover to the base.
Internal space for pcb mounting is 74
x 74, 54 x 54, 34 x 34 & 74 x 34mm in
rectangular units.
www.hammfg.com

LOCTITE ABLESTIK ABP 8068TD high
thermal die attach paste is developed
for use in applications where no die
back-side metallization (BSM) is
required. Material’s adaptability gives
semiconductor makers a high thermal
conductivity die attach option for bare
silicon (Si) die integration and is
particularly well-suited for high power
applications. Material allows packaging
specialists to satisfy the requirement
for high heat dissipation in applications
where bare silicon die are used,
particularly in situations where
back-side metallization processes are
cost- or process-prohibitive.
https://www.henkel-adhesives.
com/ca/en

SWITCH PROGRAMMED
FOR CONTACTLESS,
HYGIENIC SWITCHING
SCHURTER

TTS Touchless Switch robust
stainless-steel switch serves indoor
or outdoor public use to prevent the
spread of pathogens. Device’s
optical ToF (Time of Flight) technology allows for precise programming of
each individual switch. The standard
detection distance is set at 600.1mm – which ensures that wiping
or cleaning the surface does not
trigger a switching malfunction.
Device is insensitive to splashes,
drips, rain or sunlight. A momentary
or latching version is available.
Device is bicolor ring illuminated
red/green for optical feedback.
https://us.schurter.com/en/
datasheet/TTS

NASA LOWOUTGASSING, EPOXY
SYSTEM IS NON-DRIP

MASTER BOND
EP41S-5ND Black two part, NASA low
outgassing rated epoxy is chemical
resistance to acids, bases, alcohols
and fuels. Product withstands liquid
immersion to harsh chemicals such
as methylene chloride, phenol (10%)
and nitric acid (30%). System
contains no solvents and cures at
room temperature, or more rapidly at
elevated temperatures. It provides a
high glass transition temperature of
140 to 150°C, and enhanced electrical
insulation properties, with a volume
resistivity greater than 1014 ohm-cm.
https://www.masterbond.com/
properties/chemical-resistance

Electronic Switching Systems
for Commercial Vehicles
CKP-Series

Newly Released

CM-Series

VM-Series

CLTM12-S-Series
CKJ-Series

More Efficiency. Less Complexity.
EXPLORE LINE OF PRODUCTS

carlingtech.com/electronic-switching
@EPTmagazine
EPT_Carling Tech_Aug21_CSA.indd 1
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SUPPLY SIDE
WIRE HARNESSES

PROMARK ACQUIRED
BY ECI

Electrical Components International (ECI) Inc., a global supplier of wire harnesses, electrical
components, and sub-assemblies
for diversified industrial markets,
has announced its acquisition of
Promark Electronics Inc.
Founded in 1987 by Syd
Knecht, Promark Electronics is
a manufacturer of wire harnesses

and cable and electromechanical
assemblies utilized by commercial
electric vehicles and other technically-complex, mission-critical
products. With the growing
demand for commercial electric
vehicles, Promark Electronics has
developed high-voltage cable and
assemblies as part of its ProEV
platform, which has made it a
trusted partner to leading commercial electric vehicle manufacturers.The company will continue
and expand its manufacturing

operations at its Montreal facility.
The Knecht family will continue to lead the Promark Electronics team. In a joint statement,
Jarred, Brandon, and Robert
Knecht commented: “We are
incredibly proud of the business
and reputation that our family has built over the past three
decades. We are thrilled to have
found an industry-leading partner to help us further accelerate
our growth, particularly in the
e-mobility space. We are excited

To Be
Experienced
MegaStrip 9680

IMAGING

TELEDYNE PURCHASES
FLIR

Teledyne Technologies Inc., provider of digital imaging products
and software, instrumentation,
aerospace and defense electronics,
has acquired FLIR Systems Inc.
“I am delighted to welcome
FLIR to the Teledyne family,”
said Robert Mehrabian, executive
chairman of Teledyne. “As a combined company, Teledyne FLIR
will uniquely provide a full spectrum of imaging technologies and
products spanning X-ray through
infrared and from components to
complete imaging systems.”
Teledyne FLIR will also provide
a complete range of unmanned
systems and imaging payload
across all domains ranging from
deep sea to deep space.

CONNECTORS

TE CONNECTIVITY
ATTAINS ERNI GROUP

Exceptional Processing Range for
Large Cable Diameters
The MegaStrip 9680 automatic cut & strip machine
processes single core wires, multiconductor cables
and shielded cables up to 35 mm (1.38“) in outer
diameter. It is optimized for maximum production
output and is offered in two basic configurations.

 Precise, multistep stripping with patented
multiblade cutting unit and SmartDetect quality
monitoring system
 Quick changeover of complete blade sets with
with the SmartBlade system
 Extensive libraries with predefined cable types
and processing methods simplify programming
 Interfaces with an extensive range of accessories
Wire Solutions for a Connected World

schleuniger.com
905-827-1166
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to join the ECI family, deepen
our customer relationships, and
continue our long track record of
innovation and excellence.”

TE Connectivity (TE), global
leader in connectivity and sensors, has signed a definitive agreement to acquire the ERNI Group
AG (ERNI), a leading firm in
electronic connectivity for factory
automation and automotive.
The acquisition of ERNI complements TE’s broad connectivity product portfolio, particularly
in high-speed and fine-pitch connectors for factory automation,
automotive, medical and other
industrial applications. ERNI
augments TE’s engineering and
manufacturing footprint and
capabilities in board connectivity
and expands TE’s customer base
and presence in several attractive
market segments.
“Combining TE’s industrial
portfolio breadth, manufacturing scale and customer reach
with ERNI’s market-leading
products, deep technical expertise and manufacturing
capabilities, we can significantly
enhance the value we bring to our
customers,” says Vish Ananthan,
senior vice president and general
manager of TE’s Industrial business.
EPT.CA
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PRODUCT SOURCE GUIDE
TTS

BlockMaster’s
HP-ATA-90 Series

Deadfront Type Terminal Block
600 Volts / 90 Amps

2-12 Poles

Touchless Switch
Optical technology precisely
programmed for contactless,

www.BLOCKMASTER.com
847-956-1680

hygienic switching

Flat Pack Laser

Low Profile; Easy Mounting; Alignment Laser
ADHESIVES
for
BEA’s
lens
offers
a quartz
BEA’s
lens
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a quartz
BEA
Lasers
New
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Window
E²L
BEA
Lasers
New
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Window
E²L
Laser
Head
Rotates
and
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glass
barrier
anything
youAlignment
glass
barrier
toto
anything
you
AlignmentLaser
Laserfor
forExtreme
ExtremeEnvironments!
Environments!
SENSOR
can
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can
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it it
to!to!
Visit our website, request a catalog, or give us a
APPLICATIONS
phone call for additional information
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New ct
du
Pro

EPOXIES
EPOXIES &
& SILICONES
SILICONES

Select compounds offer:
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Up to 6.5 W/(m•K)

The Cord Compass
Guiding You to
Connectivity!

1400 Howard Street
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Phone: 847.238.1420
www.bealasers.com

The “FLAT PACK” Laser from BEA
Lasers
1.93” (L) x 1.26” (W) x 0.88” (H)
Aluminum Housing
Red or Green: Dot or Line Pattern
Power Supply Included

Connect your power 8 ways with
Interpower® NEMA 5-15 cords! Limited
space between equipment and the power
connection makes the direction of your
cord critical.

(847)
238-1420
(847)
238-1420
www.bealasers.com
www.bealasers.com

www.masterbond.com

AD INDEX
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Order Online!

(847) 238-1420
www.bealasers.com

+1.201.343.8983 ∙ main@masterbond.com

www.interpower.com
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In Stock! Competitive Prices! Free Samples!
IP65 RoHS High Audio / Lighted Output!
Listen to Our Product Selection Online!

(847) 956-1920
www.TUSAINC.com
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TEARDOWN

OnePlus Watch smart ‘everywear’
BY IFIXIT
These findings are from iFixit, the
open source repair guide. The popular online site teaches people how to
fix just about any electronic device,
and sells the parts and tools to make it possible.
For this teardown, the engineers at iFixit tackle
the OnePlus Watch smart everywear.
OnePlus has added a new timekeeping device to
its fleet—and while we’re not exactly timely with this
one, we’re finally getting around to dissecting it. In
this teardown we’ll see how the Watch compares to
some of its competition, and learn whether being
late to the game has given OnePlus enough time to
solve the repairability issues this category faces.
This Watch doesn’t tick, but it does have some
other nifty specs and features.

Around back, the OnePlus Watch packs fairly
standard equipment heart rate + SpO2 (blood oxygen saturation) sensors—no fancy ECG, like some
of its fancier competitors in the field from Samsung
and Apple.
Some Thoughts
• The opening procedure is straightforward
and glueless.
• Only two common screw types are used
throughout the watch.
• Some finicky metal brackets and a few
overlapping cables complicate repairs.
• The battery itself is easily accessible, but
connects to the motherboard via the sensor
flex assembly.
• The sensor flex assembly is non-removable
and fixed to the back cover.
• The display is difficult to remove and requires
heat and special prying tools.
These findings are from iFixit, the open source
repair guide. The popular site teaches people how
to fix just about any electronic device, and sells the parts
and tools to make it possible. Anyone can create a
repair manual for a device or edit the existing guides to
improve them. iFixit empowers individuals to share their
technical knowledge and teach the rest of the world how
to fix their stuff. https://canada.ifixit.com

FIG 1
This back cover is home to a tiny speaker and
linear actuator, a microphone, a barometric
sensor, and the heart rate and SpO2 sensors.
Most of those parts live on the same flex cable
octopus, which is not removable.

Fig 2
Only a few Phillips screws hold the
motherboard in place, which does not seem to
have anything mounted on this side.

Fig 3
With the motherboard out and this intricate
button liner removed, we focus on the last
part—the screen. We apply some heat and
flex our cutting skills until we can finally slice
that show-off.

Fig 4
With that, our teardown is over. Where did the
time go? Please feel free to admire this
timepiece’s pieces. Here are some repairability
observations for you to ponder…
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What’s inside?
• 1.39-inch display with 454 × 454 resolution
• 4 GB internal storage
• Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 5.0, and built-in GPS
• IP68 ingress protection, rated for water
resistance of up to 50 meters (5 ATM)
• Accelerometer, gyro, barometer, compass,
heart rate, SpO2
• Running on a custom RTOS
(Real-Time Operating System)

WATCH
& LEARN

DEMO DAYS is a new
manufacturers video portal
which will help you learn
about new products and
services from Canada’s
leading manufacturers.
DEMO DAYS features dozens
of video demonstrations in a
variety of categories:
Additive Manufacturing,
Automation, Cleantech,
Cyber Security, Electronics
and Electrical, Maintenance,
Manufacturing/Production,
Material Handling, Packaging
and Software.
Visit DEMO DAYS and
connect with suppliers today.

CMODEMODAYS.com

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
RACK MOUNT ACCESSORIES
Hammond has over 20 million dollars of in-stock inventory
and over 16,000 unique product skus to choose from.
See the full list of accessories at www.hammondmfg.com

